Metal Detectors & Controllers for Entry

After passing through a metal detector does the person have access to an entryway?

- Access Control Software
- Readers and Scanners
- Control Panels & Wiring
- Cards or Biometric Identification

Surveillance cameras, alarms, audio/visual push to enter communications, visitor management software with check-in and temporary badges can round-out security for any corporate, government, office or military installation. Security Entrances.com, a division of Online River, LLC has the know-how and expertise.

Door Locks to Security Portals

 Offering a variety of essential checks and permissions to enter your facilities with hotel lock systems and smart cards, enterprise networked solutions for maintaining access to multiple locations, and if it’s for security, we have the solution.

If you are looking for an after-hours key retrieval system to a self-service kiosk for checking-in, looking up schedules, making payments, or need ticketing solutions like ticket printers – we can assist you.

With our portals and other security devices from token-operated turnstiles, motorized gates for retail stores to reduce shoplifting, we cover many of your security needs.

Years of Experience

Call us for a FREE Consultation Today at 203-801-5900, or email securityentrances@onlineriver.com